I. INTRODUCTION

F
OURIER inversion of high-frequency fields gives a clear picture of the scattering mechanism when the object size is large compared to the wavelength at the lowest frequency considered. Ray optical techniques have been commonly applied for the determination of scattered fields at high frequencies [1] - [3] . Equivalent edge currents are employed when the ray optics fail due to the observation point being at or around the caustics of the rays, or even when there is no ray reaching the observation. In addition, they are useful when the input field has spatial variations along the edge [4] .
Recently, direct use of physical optics (PO), geometric theory of diffraction (GTD) and uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) in the time domain has been of interest [5] - [7] . The advantages are several. Efficient and faster computation, more suitable solutions when the pulse width is narrow compared with the geometrical dimensions of the scattering object, feasibility to implement a hybrid solution by combination with various numerical time domain methods such as finite difference time domain (FDTD) and TLM. As in the frequency domain, the problem of PO is the limited accuracy yet the simplicity makes it still a desirable approach in certain applications. The time-domain GTD and its extensions have better accuracy and are suitable for multiple diffraction analysis, however, in addition to becoming invalid at caustics of diffracted rays, they require a convolution integral of the input pulse with the so-called "time-domain diffraction coefficients." In the proposed time-domain equivalent current approach, diffracted fields are obtained by an integration of the input pulse over the edge contour and thereby remain finite at caustic regions. In addition, arbitrary pulse inputs can be applied without further processing. When the optical distance is stationary at discrete points over the edge contour satisfying generalized Fermat's principle (the observation point being on the Keller cone), the time-domain equivalent edge currents (TD-EEC) integration recovers the GTD ray optical solution. The approach will, therefore, prove to be useful especially for the transient scattering analysis from plate structures. It is noted that the accuracy of high-frequency based solutions is increased if the low-frequency content of the input pulse is weak [2] . This paper deals with the development of the TD-EEC for transient scattering applications. First, a brief review of the timedomain GTD is given. Followed by a description of the TD-EEC approach. Finally, transient scattering from a circular disk is analyzed using the TD-EEC and the results are compared with the Fourier inversion of the GTD analysis. It is noted that a time-domain version of the physical theory of diffraction is reported very recently [8] , however, the numerical results are presented only for two-dimensional (2-D) structures.
II. BACKGROUND
For scatterers with edges, the geometrical optical incident and reflected rays are complemented with the edge-diffracted fields of the GTD or the UTD. Analytical time-domain solutions based on the GTD and the UTD are obtained by the Fourier inversion of the corresponding GTD and UTD diffraction coefficients. These are called the "time-domain diffraction coefficients." For an impulse excitation, the scattered fields are proportional to the time-domain diffraction coefficients. However, for a general pulse excitation, a convolution integral of the excitation with the time-domain diffraction coefficients is required to get the scattered field as follows: (1) where distance from the diffraction point to the observation; speed of light; time when the excitation reaches ; spreading factor for the diffracted rays; time-domain dyadic diffraction coefficient obtained by the inverse transform of frequency domain dyadic diffraction coefficient. The expressions for are given as (2) where are the soft and hard diffraction coefficients and the unit vectors are defined in the increasing angle directions of the corresponding diffraction angles as shown in Fig. 1 . The angles and are measured from the edge tangent to the incident and diffracted ray directions, respectively. The angles and are measured on the normal plane to the edge by projecting the incident and diffracted ray directions, respectively. The time-domain diffraction coefficients of the GTD for a plate structure is given as (3) For the UTD, the four term diffraction coefficient is considered. Each term contains a transition function with a frequency dependent length parameter. Fourier inversion of each term can be taken analytically to get the time-domain UTD diffraction coefficient [6] , [7] . The time-domain diffraction coefficients are applied at each of the diffraction points satisfying the generalized Fermat's principle. For this reason, time-domain ray optical solutions are not free from their caustic-related difficulties in the frequency domain.
III. TIME-DOMAIN EQUIVALENT EDGE CURRENTS
Equivalent currents have been developed in the frequency domain in order to overcome some of the difficulties of the ray optical solutions. The purpose is to replace the sharp edges with equivalent electric and magnetic line currents so that their radiation will give the far zone high frequency scattered field from the edges. Consider the time-harmonic scattering configuration for a flat plate in Fig. 2 . The scattered far field is written as the radiation integral (4) where induced surface current on the plate; free-space wavenumber; distance from the source to the observation; unit vector along . Following [9] , one can obtain an expression for the scattered field in terms of equivalent electric and magnetic currents flowing along the edge as follows: (5) where is the far-zone distance, is the position vector along the edge. The length element along the edge is given by . The expressions for the equivalent curents and are determined by applying asymptotic approaches. The final result can be expressed as (6) and (7) where , are the incident fields and , are angular coefficients depending solely on the four angles ( , and ) on each point of the edge. Over the years, various expressions for the angular coefficients appearing in (7) based on different assumptions and approaches are proposed. The earlier approaches were based on ray-optical fields and heuristic extensions. Later, derivations are based on the asymptotic integration of exact currents on the half-plane problem. A better understanding has been achieved by treating PO and nonuniform (fringe) parts of these currents separately yielding [10] - [12] (8)
Asymptotic integration is then done in the most suitable way for each of the PO and fringe contributions. The angular coefficients for the PO contribution obtained through this approach is given in (11)- (13) at the bottom of the page [13] , [14] .
The coefficients for the nonuniform or fringe current contribution are given in (14)- (16) at the bottom of the page [4] where (17) and (18) The same idea can be applied in the time domain by taking the inverse Fourier transform of (5) as follows: (19) where , and are the time-domain equivalent electric and magnetic line currents, respectively. By examining the expressions in (6) and (7), one obtains (20) and (21) where and are the time-domain incident fields. According to (20) and (21) the determination of equivalent edge currents in the time-domain require an integration over time. For general input waveforms the integrals should be taken numerically; however, in the case of computation of the far-zone scattered fields this integration is not needed since the substitution of (20) and (21) into the expression (19) gives (22) in which the time retardation is apparent in the definition of . The simplicity of this expression is quite appealing. It is a contour integral of the incident field with proper delays and angular coefficients similar to the expression in the frequency domain. It is also noted that the optical distance between the source and observation varies by where is the incoming field direction and it is stationary when . This is the generalized Fermat's principle satisfied by the diffracted rays on the Keller cone where the equivalent edge current integra- tion should recover the GTD result. However, the applicability of the TD-EEC is not limited to the existence of the stationary edge points. If the observation point is at or around a ray-optical caustic, or even when stationary points do not exist at all, TD-EEC yield a finite result such as in the case of scattering from polygonal flat plate structures.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
As a numerical example of the application, transient backscattering from a 3-in radius circular metallic disk is analyzed using TD-EEC. The results are compared with the Fourier inversion of the first order GTD solution over a frequency range of 1-10 GHz [1] . A Kaiser-Bessel bandpass window (with parameter being equal to two [15] ) has been applied for the elimination of Gibbs phenomenon. For the TD-EEC solution, the input pulse is the Fourier inversion of the windowing function. The disk is assumed to be parallel to the -plane and the input excitation is in the direction, making an angle from the axis of the disk ( -axis). The unit vectors and are in the azimuthal and elevation directions. The comparison of TD-EEC and GTD is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for and polarizations respectively, and almost perfect agreement is worth noting. The GTD solution for this problem is compared with the eigenfunction solution in [1] .
V. CONCLUSION
Time domain equivalent edge currents for the analysis of transient scattering has been developed. The advantages over the time-domain diffraction coefficient approach have been noted. In addition to applicability at caustic regions, the TD-EEC approach is easily employed for any arbitrary input pulse shape. The approach should prove to be useful when the GTD solution fails due to caustic related problems. The results of TD-EEC are compared with the Fourier inversion of first order GTD results for the transient scattering from a circular disk.
